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BACKGROUND 

The Institute of Radiation Epidemiology, Radiation Effects Association (REA) has been 

conducting the Japanese Epidemiological Study of Low-Dose Radiation Effects (J-EPISODE) 

in nuclear industry workers since 1990, with a view to clarifying the low-dose radiation risk by 

compiling individual recorded doses, following up vital status, and ascertaining the cause of 

death. The fifth analysis report, based on the follow up until 2010, indicated that smoking might 

be a strong confounder in the association with radiation and all-cancer mortality, and the report 

therefore had no clear conclusion regarding low-dose radiation risk.  

The LNT model used with atomic bomb survivors with high dose rates and acute irradiation was 

not compatible with the results of J-EPISODE. Conversely, the knowledge of biology indicated 

recovery effects for gene damage induced by radiation exposure, which might contribute to the 

differences in radiation effects among these two cohorts with greatly differing dose rates.  

The annual mean dose of J-EPISODE exceeded 3.5mSv in the late 1970s; however, the dose 

reduction measures taken subsequently resulted in a sharp decline to below 1mSv, or less than 

environmental radiation. The mean cumulative dose was 14mSv at the end of follow up. 

ANALYSIS METHOD 

We investigated the dose rate effects on mortality risk from low dose and low dose rate 

radiation exposure. The study subjects were 34,976 employees of power companies, who were 

selected from among the 204,103 participants in the fifth analysis to provide uniform 

characteristics other than dose. The endpoint was cancer mortality, excluding leukaemia. The 

individual annual recorded dose was supplied by the Radiation Dose Registry Center, REA. 

The dose rate was defined using the annual dose as a proxy index, and the maximum annual 

dose was used as the dose rate in the present analysis. 

The results for logistics analysis at the end of follow up demonstrated that the death rate was 

more affected by the dose rate than by the cumulative dose. We also tested the goodness of fit 

between the LNT models estimated by Poisson regression, using the cumulative dose or the 

dose rate as time dependent variables, and analyzed the dose rate effects on the excess relative 

risk in relation to the cumulative dose.   
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